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Abstract
Random numbers are essential ingredients in a statistical
analysis, They can be generated easily through statistical
software packages, Each statistical package varies in
terms of performance. Our objective is to compare the
performances of three statistical software packages,
namely R, SAS and SPSS based on their accurateness
and time consumption in generating and analyzing
random numbers. We obtain some estimated statistics
to assess their accuracies. Comparison of the times in
generating the random numhers is also observed,
Introduction
Randomnumbers are essential components in astatistical
analysis, The criteria in choosing a statistical package
depend on an individual preference which involves
familiarities and costs, A suitable statistical package
leads to accurate results and less time consumption.
A random number is a number that is drawn from a
set of numbers where each number in the set has equal
probability to be chosen, When we have a sequence of
random numbers, the numbers drawn are statistically
independent. The importance of these numbers enables
us to do certain tasks such as simulating, modeling and
understanding complicated phenomena, generating
keys for data encryption and selecting random samples,
Simulation task requires us to find some means to
generate random numbers in order to have randomness
in our work. The advancement of computer technology
helps researchers to generate random numbers faster.
There are two methods ,to generate random numbers
using computers. There are:
1. True Random Number Generators (TRNGs)
which capture phenomenon from real physical
world such as radioactive decay, atmospheric
noise, the variance in our computer's mouse
movements to generate random numbers [I]
etc,
2, Pseudo-Random Number Generators (PRNGs)
are constructed algorithms from mathematical
fonnulae, The numbers generated are not
genuinely random.
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All characteristics of random number generators are
important when performing a specific randomization
task. Three main characteristics distinguished bernreen
the PRNGs and TRNGs are:
1. Detenninistic which means the numbers
generated can be reproduced later.
2. Periodic which means given enough time, the
sequence will repeat itself.
3, Efficient which means we can produce many
numbers in a short time.
The PRNG is deterministic, efficient and periodic
while the TRNG has the opposite characters, i,e, in-
deterministic, inefficient and a-periodic. Although being
deterministic and efficient are the advantages of PRNG
over TRNG, its weakness is periodic. This weakness is
small and therefore it can be ignored when compared
to its strengths due to new developed algorithms which
can produce longer periods, The PRNG is suitable for
tasks such as simulation and modeling which require
many random numbers to be generated and regenerated.
Tasks that require unpredictable random numbers like
generating keys for data encryption, games, gambling
and random sampling are more suitably done by TRNG,
Further discussions on these two methods are currently
available on the websites such as www.random.org and
wwwfourmilab,ch,
There are quite a number of times statisticians' routines
involve simulation and modeling, Thus, PRNGs are
included in every computer software packages for doing
statistical analysis. One might have some questions and
issues in choosing a suitable statistical software package.
Therefore, it is important to compare selected statistical
software packages that exist in the market based on
their performance in generating and processing random
numbers, This is the main motivation of the study, We
discuss the objectives of the study in the next section,
Subsequent section provides brief introduction to all
software packages used in this comparative study and
the following sections discuss all methods perfonned to
compare those statistical packages. We give our results
and discuss them in the result and discussion section and
end the paper with some conclusions in final section.
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